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CONTROLLABIIII!Y AND NLANEUVER.ABIIXTYOF AIRPLANES.

BY F. H. NORTON md W. G. BROWN.

SUMMARY.

This investigation was carried out by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
at Langley Field for the purpose of studying the beharior of the J.X& airphuie in free flight
under the action of its controls and from this to arri~e at satisfactory definitions and coefficients
for controllability andmaneuwrabihty. The method consisted in recording the angular -wIocity
about the three me-s, together with the air speed, control posit ions, and acceleration. An
analysis of the records leads to the foIIoming results:

1. Both the maximum angular -relocity and masimum angular acceleration are pro- “
portional to the displacement of the Coritrols.

2. Both the maximum angular velocity and maximum an@ar acceleration for a given
control movement increase with the air speed, rapidly immediately abo~e the stWing speed,
then nearly proportional to the speed.

3. The time required to reach each mtium an=gdar -relocity is constmt for all air speeds
and control displacements for a given airplane.

4. The minimum time required to reverse the direction of an airpkme by a steeply banked
turn is a rough indication of its general maneuwrability.

5. DoubLng the lateral moment of inertia of an airplane increases the time required to
bank to 90°, with a mtium control angle, by only 10 per cent.

6. ControlIability h= been defined as applying to the moment produced about the center
of gravity by the action of the controls and maneuverabwty as the resultant motion.

7. A simple method is described for measuring the controJIability coefficients) ~, 4$

and ‘N
. (v mill)’~ j and the maneuwrability coefficients t@, i!u,Q and

s 9’
These results are of practical value, as they give a quantitati-re means of measuring airplane

maneuverability and controllability, which mill allow designers to accurately compare the
merits of different airplanes.

INTRODUC’HON.

The combat airplane requires the four aerod~tic essentiek of high rate of ebb, high
maximum speed, high dking speed, and maneu~erability. It is not vrithin the scope. of this
report to treat the relative import ante of these quantities, but it may be stated that rnaneu~er-
ability in certain kinds of fighting is of extreme importance. The term maneuverability
itself has been rather ill defied, but it is usually taken to mean that property of an
airplane which allows the pilot to direct it into the desired position in the shortest possible time.
Except for a few rather incomplete tests made by the British 1 to record the time required to
bank au ai@lane up to a given amgle,there has been no quantitative measurements made on
maneuverability, this qumtity being determined only by the personal opinion of the pilot or
by the comparison of two machines when maneuvering together in the air. It is very diflicult
for a designer to improve the maneu~erability of the airplane unless he cm obtain actual quan-

~F&.&M. Nc6.413and44L
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titative measurements on the present machines to determine what factors are responsible for
an improvement in this quality.

Controllability has usually been associated by pilots with the response of the airplane to
correcting movements of the controls, especially at low speeds. The controllability of any
airplane is satisfactory at high speeds, but it falli off more or less rapidly as the stalling speed
is approached. Some work- has beeg done in free flight to measure the angle at which the
controls must be set to balance a known static movement app~ied to the airplane by means
of weights, for determining the controllability under various conditions. ‘I* UnHke maneuver-
ability, controllability may be measured directly in the wind tunnel by the moments exerted
about the center of gravity with various positions of the controls. Altogether controllability
is on a much more scientific basis than maneuverability.

Below are given a list of the principal references on controllability and maneuverability:

(1) The factore that detmnine the minimum speed of an airplane, N. A. C, A. TechnicaI Note No. 54.
(2) Control in circling fligh~ N. A. C. A. Report No, H2.
(3) Practical stability and controllability of airplanes, N. A. C. A. Re~rt No. 120. “
(4) NI scale stability expsrimenta, R. &M. Nos. 326and 505,
(5) The Iongitudinaf control of an airplane, R. &M. Nos. 470 and 629.

~~(6) The longitudinal control of “X” airplane, R. &M. No. 638.
(7) Oontrol as a criterion of longitudinal stability, R. & hf. No. 636.
(S) SE6A with mcdified control aurfacm, T15c4.
(9) The longitudinal motion of an airplane, R. &M. No. 121.

(10) The control of a laterally stable and a laterally unstable airplane, R. &M. No. 209.
(11) Lateral contrvl of an asroplane, R. &M. NcrJ.413 and 441.
(12) Maximum control of elevators of different sizes, R. & hf. No. W.
(13) Full scale experiments with elevatom of different sizee. R. &M. No. 4c9.
(14) Full scale experiments with different ehapM of tail pIane; R. & hf. No. 532.
(15) Measurement of control momenta on an airplane in flight, “Zeitzchrift fur Flugtechnik und bfotor-

luftshiffahrt,” vole. Nos. 21 and 22.

The present report aims to devise some logical and univermd definitions of maneuverabiIity
and controllability and means for easily making quantitative measurements of these qualities

1 —

FIG. l.—ElWric chronometaf for syrrchronkhrg remrti

of the airpkuie. To do this the motion of the
airplane was studied experimentally during
various maneuvers and a set of ooticients were
determined which would completely express the
maneuverability and controllability of a given
airpl~e. In a subsequent report the values of
these coefficients will be determined for a con-
siderable number of airplanes so that we may
be able to determine more closely
present what features of design lead
maneuverability and controllability
airplane,

METHODS AND APPARATUS.

than at
to great
of the

The instruments used in this investigation
consisted of an angular velocity recorder, a
recwding air speed meter, a control position
recorder. and an accahrometer. A1lof thesein-

struments have been fully described in preceding reports.z The instruments were all sPchron-
ized by illuminating a timing light in each instrument simultaneously by means of a motor-
ch%en chronometer. (Fig. 1.) The measurements of rolling angle were made by pressing a key
at the instant the inner landing wires were aligned with the horizon, thus Iighting the timing
lights for an instant.

~Control In olrdlng flight,, N. A. C. A. RapwtNIS.112. .,

s bkwmmant of control mmnonts on an atrplane in Mght, “Zakohrift fnr Flngtdnik UM hfotorh!MrLtfanrt,’) vol. NM. 21and 22,
4N. A. C. A. Reports Nos. 99, lm, 112,and Teohnk?d NoW No. S4.
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In making the maneu~erability tests the airplane was first flown steadily at the desired
speed; all the instruments were started together with a common switch; then the given controls
were mo-ied to a detite angle as sudderdy as possible and held at that ar@e until the machine
had rotated through approximately 90°. This procedure -was then repeated for various air
speeds and motor speeds and with various anglee of control movement. It may be contended
that in these tests the personal element wasnot entirely eliminated as
this might hme come in, in the rapidity with which the controls are”

.
i

mo~ed o-mr. The control position, records showed however, that the
times to move the controls as quickly as possible to a gi-ren a@e -were \

,/’ ‘

very consistent; but if greater uniformity were deshed, it wouId be I!3‘“ ‘ y
quite easy ta move the controls by means of a spring of known

[q

\
tension.

.
-\ ~

The scope of the tests consisted in taking records when the ma-
chine was rotated about. the X, Y, and Z axes with the ailerons, ele-

/ \_* ; ~

vators, and rudder, respecti~ely. Figure 2 shows the positi~e direc- r~. z<,m~~xtim -m
tions of axes and angles as shown by arrows. In each case the air of ti and angka as shown by

speed was varied between 40 and SOmiles per hour with the engine
mows.

ttig at 1,400 rewdutbns per mbte, md three separate control angles were used up to the
maximum possible movement. In some cases the tests were repeated with the engine throttled.

Of the records taken, only those from the an@ar velocity recorder are of direct use, the
others being merely tO check the accuracy of the pilot’s fl~. Some examples of “theserecords
about the X axis are shown in Figure 3. .b these records are angular ~elocities plotted against

FIG. 2.-Motion alxmt
th. S ads.

are not being
considerateion.

time, the height of the curve at any po@ from the zero Line-will give the
angular -relocity in radians per second, the slope of the line vzillgive the angu-
lar acceleration at that time, and the areaunder the curve from any giwm time
will give the anggulardisplacement. In most of the records it was necessary
only to measure the maximum an=gdar ~ekcity and the maximum angular
acceleration.

The precision of the readings of regular velocity are of the order of 5
per cent and the precision of the angular acceleration is of approximately
the same amount. The control positions were recorded with a precision of
approximately 10, while the timirg is precise to two-fifths of a second. The
values as plotted on the curves of an=gularvelocity and acceleration are often
as much as ?0 per cent from the mean cmme, which can be accounted for by
unsteady air conditions or by a s~mhtmo~ement of the other sets of controls
which were supposed to have been he~d stationary. The curves, however,
plotted through these points should ha-re a precision in all cases of better than
10 per cent, which is quite suf%cientfor the work in hand. It might be noted
here that. since these tests were completed the angular -wlocity recorder
has been altered so that its errors have been decreased to the neighbor-
hood of 1 per cent. Also in further tests of this kind the precision of
the restilts can be considerably increased by locking the controls which

moved and by giving a more detite mo-mment to the control under

RESULTS. “
MOTIOS ABOUT THE X AXIS.

If L’ be the moment due to the controls about the X axis it may be assumed that the
l~ngularmotion of the airplane is determined by the following equation:

. . . - L=mE. ~FipF+Lqq+L,T+L. tL+.L-PV+-& w
,.’.

-where the derivatives ha~e the usual meanings.
The motion about the X asis is a symmetrical case, while the motion about the other two

axes are unsymmetrical. For this reason we w-illconsider at &t only the motion about the --
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X axis in order to illustrate the general behavior of the airplane when acted upon by the con-
trol surfaces.

If the aderons axe suddenIy turned to some detiite angle in steady flight and held there
while the airplane rolls, the moment L is approximately expressed by:

L= K.zm ~+Lp p.

Where
L is the rolling moment due to the ailerons.
IL%, the lateral moment of inertia.
Lp is the damping coefficient due to roll.
p is the rolling velocity.

At the first instant the ailerons are moved, p will be very small, but ~ will be large, so that

After a short interval, however, p becomes constant and

L=LP p.

Perhaps the b&avior of the machine can be made clearer by an actual example. Data
were taken on a JN4h by the methods described previously in this report to show the action of

7000
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AngleofRoll

FIG. 4.—RolIing with Worms up to a 60”bank aI a llJ4h at 80 M. P. H, Aikron angIe-13”.

the airplane when rolling Up to a fXJO bank at an air speed of 8(Imiles per hour when the ailerons
are suddenly turned to 13° and the other controls are held neutraL (Fig. 4.) me ~mt end ,
of the record is not as accurate as the other portions as the sideslip at this time had become
large.
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It will be seen that the anggar vel~city rises to a constant value of 0.35 radian per second
in 4°, or 0.4 second, which is maintained up to 53°, when it decreases to zero. The angular
acceleration reaches a maximum of 1.5 radians per (sicond)z at 2° and fdk off to zero at 4°,
and it remains zero until the rotation begina to be stopped “at the end of the record. If the
value of LPis taken as – 325 sfor 80 miles per hour, the curre of LPis similar in shape to that of

dp . dpp and the cme of &2nA~ M similar to that of —. L is evidentIy the sum of these curvesdt
and is characterized by a high peak of 7,OOOfoot-pounds at 3°, which at once falls to a constant
value of 4,100 pounds. It is interesting to note that the due of L when there is no rotation
and with the ailerons at 13° is 9,OOOfoot-pounds.z From this data we may approximately.
plot the variations in L with the variations in p. (l@. 5.) It is evident that L falls OHas p
increases, although the form of the curve is not determined here with any great accuracy.

If the angular velocity in roll is plotted against time, F@re 6, there is an approximately
uniform increase up to a certain point and then a constant due. As -wiUbe shown later the

Rad;ms persemd.p

P

t’

t

time required to reach the constant m-dueis always the same under all conditions for a given
airpkme, so that the number of degrees turned in a unit time, that is, the area under the curve,
will be proportional to the maximum angular ~elocity. Therefore We may conclude that the
maximum amgukr -relocity and the angle. turned in a unit time are equivalent measures for a
given airphme.

It might be thought at first that the quickest way tQ rolI an airplane would be to put the
ailerons hard over as suddenly as possible, but control-position records show that the pilot
when making a barrel roll in which it is necessary to produce the greatest possible roLlingmo-
ment, does not use the ailerons.E The ma~er in which the rolling moment is produced can be
explained most clearly by taking a concrete example. Let us consider an airphne of the
JL~7Ltype which has the following characteristics:

K.= 6.3 feet.
m =72 S@S.

LP = – 325 at 80 miles per hour (ft. lbs. sec.).
L. =0.4 at 80 miIes per hour and 20° yaw. (ft. lbs. sec.).
a = 4.5 g. (ft. sec.).

.—

sCantrotlncircIlng flight,N. A. 0.A. RePCEZNo.1~.
sFmmtJ model kt ofaJ.N3,probably tm Large. Free tltght determiuatioos of this oce-t - now L@ngmade.
6A study of airplsnn msneuvers, w’ith SP?JSBIretk?.nm to angnle.c tiodties, N.A.C.A.I@@ No.156.

.
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In performing a barrel roll the piIot first pulls back on the stick in order to produce a largo
normaI acceleration, and a little later the rudder is kicked hard over, which produces a con-
siderable angle of yaw at the same time that the acceleration reaches a maximum. Tests
which have been made on this type of machine to doterrnine the value of L, at a given angle of
yaw show that the value of L produced in this way is

L=4.5 mL.v.
=4.5x72x0.4x118 sin 20°.
=5200 foobpounds.

This moment at tit seems small, as it is only a third of the maximum static moment
producible by the ailerons alone. There is this important difference, however; the aileron
moment fails off to almost insiggiticant proportions as soon as rolling begins, whereas the momcn t
due to yaw maintains its high vahe for a considerable length of time.

In order to bring together the data relating to the motion of the airplane about the X
W&Ithere has been plottecl in Fiagnre7 the following quantities:

(a) The a~gular velocity.
(b) The maximum regular acceleration. .
(c) The time requirecl to roll up to 36°.
(d) The time required to roll up to 14°.

- (e) The time required to reach a constant value ~f tingular velocity.
a All of these quantities are plotted on a common base of aileron angle in degrees.

The results are further summarized in Figure 8 where a. curve “is plotted of the slope of the
preceding curves of angular velocity, against air speed. A similar curve is plotted for
angular acceleration and a third curve for static moment.

An examination of these curves leads to the fol!owing conclusions:
1. The angular velocity rises quickly to a steady value which is maintained up to a large

angle. .
2. The maximum angnhr velocity is,in all cas~s proportional to the aileron t-mglofor any

given air speed.
3. The time required to reach the maximum angular velocity is constant, at least up to an

aileron angle of 18°, under all conditions, and for the ,7iV@ is 0.40 second.
4. The maximum angular acceleration is proportional to the rderon angle for any given

air speed.

The values of both ~ and ~ are zero at stalling speeds, increasing rapidly at first and

then more slowly; the increase from stalling speed being a.pproximatcly proportional to the square
root of the air speed. The time required to bank to a given angle decreases as the air speed
increases and is a minimum with an aiIeron angle of approximately 20°.

MOTION ASOUT THE Y AXIS.

The consideration of the maneuverability about the Y axis is not as simple as for the sym-
metrical case. We have here not ordy to consider the angular movements of the machine
itself, but also the form of the path taken by the airplane, I?or example, if we consider an
airplane banked vertically and turning in a uniform horizonta~ circle, the change in direction
of path must be equal to the angular velocity of the airplane. It is obvious that if the angular
velocity of the airplane was maintained at a higher value than the angular velocity of the path,
in a short time the airplane would be rotated around until it was moving through t.hc air tail
first, which would of course be an impossible condition. Longitudinal maneuverability depends
then largely upon the minimum radius of turn for that particular machine.

In order to make a loop or vertically banked circle with the dest radius of curvature,
the airplane must have at all times an angle of attack corresponding to the maximum lift. The
radius of turn under these conditions will then be equal to the square of the minimum flying
speed divided by the acceleration of gravity, as will be shown later. Few airplanes have
powerful enough longitudinal control to attain the angle of maximum lift in steady flight and
this is evidenced by ‘the elevator curves given in Figure 9. Actually, however, an airplane can
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be brought for a short time up to, or even beyond, the angle of maximum lift due to the impulse
of the angular momentum. This is shown olearly by the curves in N. A. C. A. Report No. 105.
Such a method of ruornentmily increasing the angle of attack is of little prwtical value in
maneuvering, as the drag of the machine is enormously increased for a considmable length of
time, For a satisfactory longitudinal control it is necessary, therefore, to have powerful enough
elevators to overcome the natural stability of the airplane. This problem is a diffkult one
because of the great diving moment exerted by the wings and tail plane at high angles of atttick.
This is evidenced by Figure 9, referred to before. To decrease the air speed helow 50 miles an
hour requires a large elevator angle even on this airplane which h~s an especially powerful
control. The only solution which presents itself is to. increase the arcn of the elevtitor or wren
to eliminate the taiI plane entirely as is done in the Salmson biplane.

When an airplane is flying in a correctly banked circle the angle of attack of tho wings
must be greater than for the same velocity in level flight in order to Mance the component due

p45 —’ “+ “’\ I I / --- 20
y-Airspeed . /

:
~4D

\ / ‘ #ti/
/“ “, ~

4,
/ ‘ 70 ~\ /
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g3.0
$. , . I I

I I kY I I J 60 %\

$j33pk&+/.;._ l\l I I$;

&++i”~’ “’‘--’‘ ‘ ‘

I I 1 1 I , I , ,

0/ 234 5“(3789 10 11 /2 13 -
7%7einseconds

FIO. 10.—PerforrnrmcoOIS TN4h airplane during a IMP. FIG. Il.—Motion about WCY nxis.

to the centrifugal force. If F be the centrifugal force, ]J7the weight of the ~irpltine and 1’,
and ~7zthe velocities necessary for equilibrium in level flight id in the turn respectively for
the same angle of attack, we can sfiy:

and the radius of turn r is
~= WV?

~
or

‘=Y “:;$?=+9“

if Vz is the minimum speed in level flight then r will be the minimum radius of turn.
In a vertically bankecl turn or a loop the minimum radius is independent of the air speed,

so that the minimum time taken to complete the maneuver wilI be inversely proportional to
the airspeed. The air speed in rrtpidmaneuvers is limited however by the strength of thti air-

plane, for the loading on the wings equals mg ~~.
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As an emunple let us assume that V.. is 40 miles per hour and the muimum allowable
accderation is 4 g., that is, T= 80 miles per hour. The minimum radius of turn in a vertically
banked circle will then be 107 feet, thus requirii 5.s seconds to complete the circle.

TOshow more clearly the behavior of an airplamein a longitudinal maneuver there is plotted
in Figure 10 all of the bportaut characteristics during a loop as taken by recording instruments.
Except for the angle of attack, which was sepmately measured on a similar loop, all the records
were taken simultmeously. Esamining the curve of angular velocity it is etident that there
is a uniform acceleration up to 4 seconds, a nearly constant value for 5 seconds, and a dorm
deacc~leration for the last 4 seconds. It will also be noticed that at times the angle of attack

.

reaches values considerably beyond that of rntium lift.
The anggar velocity of au airplane was studied when Me elevator w= pulled up suddenly

in the ssme manner as described for the ailerons. The resulting curves, however, Mer coMid-
erably from those about the X axis as shown in Figure 11. In this case the angular velocity,

..—

q, risesrapidIy to a maximum and then falls off more slowly. The reason that g is not maintained
constant after arriving at its maximum value is due to the fact that the air speed falls off to

/!3
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FIG.Iz.-Motimabcut Y axis, engine om R. P. K- 1,400.

-.

low values after a few seconx md a large diving moment is set up. k the s-e way M for tie
ailerons, curves are plotted in Figures 12 and 13 to show the characteristics of the angular
motion about the Y *.

An examination of these curves leads to the folIovcing conchsions:
1. The mtium angular wshoity for a given air speed is proport.ionaI to the change in

elevator angle.
2. The maximum angular velocity is reached in approximately the same length of time

for d conditions of fright, nsznely, 1 second.
.-—

dq
3. The -dues of ~ when plotted against air speed rise rapidly from the stalling speed to .4

50 miles per hour, then more slowly in proportion to the air speed. The values with the e%ge
throttled are about 0.017 unit lower than with the engine on, due to the decreased speed of the
air over the tail in the latter case.

MOTION ABOUT THZ Z HS.

The motion about the Z axis is, like the preceding case, unsymmetrical. In actual tlight
no maneuvers are made about this axis of any duration, so we need concern ourselves only with
the smaJIregular movements, and can neglect the cross wind force.

mcm—~

.
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In Figure 14 is shown a typicaI curve of anguhm-velocity against time produced by kicking
the rudder over suddenly, It will be noticed that it is very similar to the preceding case-the
curve rising to a sharp peak. The angular velocity falls off because of the large restoring
moment brought into play when yawing, and because of the loss of air speed,

Curves are plotted in Figures 15 and 16 as for the preceding cases to show the angular
velocity for various air speeds and rudder mgles. The tests were carried out with engine on

I 7Ttrre,
secon&

FIG. 14.—Motlonabout the Z axis.

and off, but the results from the latter are not very satisfactory. The following conclusion Can

he arrived at from an examination of the curves:
1. The maximum angular velocity for a given air speed is proportional to the change in

rudder angle.
2. The maximum angular velocity is reached in approximately the same time for all con.

ditions of @ht, which for this machine is about 1.5 seconds.

.Q3 — RZM =.400,engineon—

62 / I I
EW&. :?.

W“
/ ‘#-

/
.01 /

If
“w30405060708090

Air-s.oeed=M3H.
FIG. itl—1.fotlon abcut the Z asls of a JN4h. ~G. 17,-Steeply bar.tkl tnrn.

3. The values of $ when plotted against air speed rise rapidly from the stalling speed, but

more slowly at I@hsr speeds. With the motor throttled the values are considerably lower.

MOTION ABOUT ALL THREE AXES.

ln general a maneuver requires the use of all controls and as these interact on each other
it is difficult to ardyze their separate effects. The general behavior of an airplane however
.btisbeen carefully examined during alI of the usual maneuvers in flying by means of recording
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instruments.7 It seems to be generally accepted that the time required to completely reverse
the direction of the airplane is an important factur in a combat-. As there are several methods -
of accomplishing this, they were all tried out on seyeral machines and with severed pfiot.s.

The simplest way to rcrrersethe direction quictiy is to make a steeply banked turn (F@ 17).
The times required to accomplish this, averaged horn a large number of rune, are given in the
table below. The times were taken with a stop watch from the plane, and covered the space
from horizontal flight in one direction to that k the other. -

Banled tum.a.

~
1

Pm. Ai@ne.

IF
b-! ~& -“

I \a’-’--” -
CkTou I1J-ML......... 60, 13.I

Do;::::::::::::::: JN41L...-..
Deeti: 192L

-------..,.-4 WAN!..::..:::; # ; ~~ Do.Do . . . . . . . ..-”.....
Do. . . . . .
Do: . . . . . . . ..__. VET. . . . . . . . . . . sO ;&5 E

‘ vet . . . ..-.-_. 93. . . ..----------1 ~g . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . .._

643 ~ 12: D;i,19zl

I Jam:--: ----”-.-’ X ; K: -! ~-.. - . . . ..-.---T . . . . . . . . . .
- - ------- yi;; h% 1521.

I McAPo;:::::::::::::; VE7. . . . . . . . . . .
Do . . . . . . . . . .._-. - W?&. . . . . . . . . . S0

DeeDj 1921.
ml

I
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- VET. . . . . . . . . . . ml la 1 Do:

AU of the times are the average of three to six readings.
The timee show that the tun-can be made morel-api~y at higher speeds than at lovi, but

the difference is less than was indicated previously h th- rep-ortfro-m the&et.icaI considerat~ons.
This is undoubtedly due to the fact that the pilot unconsciously eases off at the higher speeds
due to the large accelerations experienced. It is also ewident that the time may vw by 10%
between tests with the same machine and pilot on diilerent da~, and as much as 20~o betvieen
different pilots. The comparison between the three machines used gives a ratio of times of about
15, 9, md 8 for the Jii?f.h, YE7’, and Sfi”, respectively. This ratio expresses very closely the
average pilot’s opinion of the maneuverability of the respective machines. It should be noted
however that his is not a very scientific way of comparing machines as the times depend to
a considerable extent on the pilot’s wilhgness to punish his airphme. It serves however to
give quickly an approximate value for the general maneuverabfity of an airplane.

While making the turnsreferred to above it was noticed that when dl of t-hemwere divided
into two groups, one for turns into the wind and the other for turns down wind, that there was
a very consistent difference in time, the turns into the wind tahg on the average 0.7 second
lms than those with the wind. Theoretically, of course, there should be no such dMerence
and the explanation of it is at present unlmown. It may be due to the structure of the air or
shnply to the ground speed unconsciously affecting the pilot or observer.

Another met-hod of reversing the direction of flight quickly is ‘an evolution termed a “wing
over” x shown in F~ure 1S. In the table below are given the times required for this method
of turning:

t I 1 I I I
7A etndgofekplme meneurem,N.A. C. A. llepat No. 1S5..
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The times given hme are not as consistent, as for the banked turn due to the greater com-
plication of the maneuver, so that the relative values of the machines can not be judged accu-
rately. On the whole this maneuver is one or two seconds quicker than the brmked turn.

A third method of turning is the reverse turn (fig. 19), the times for which are given in
the following table:

\\

— /

- ..

Pilot. Alr~s#@# ‘be ‘wAirplane. . lWi& ,

a

Date.

Ci;d . . . . . . JN4h . . . . . 70 “ 7.8 ~ DecD~lW ,
. . . . . VE7 . . . . . . m

~ W&o:::::: ;::$::::: DecD:;SW 1
%t!!i.1.~

mm 19.—Reveree turn.

The times given here are not very consistent, as they depend on the pilot’s willingness to
punish the machine. There is no doubt,. however, that this is the most rapid method of turning,
but it has the disadvantage in combat work of necessitating a considerable loss in altitude and
putting the plane for a time in an attitude in which it is not controllable.

THE EFFECT OF MOMENT OF lNERTIA ON MAIW3UVERABILITY.

In designing airplanes for combat work where great maneuverability is desired it has
always been recognized that a snd moment of inertia was to be desired. Just what effect the
moment of inertia has on maneuverability has been unknown, so that it seems desirable to
study this problem quantitatively here. All the discussion and experiments refer to the motion
about the X axis for simplicity but the other motions are mmlagous. We have seen that the
rolling moment due to the ailerons is submitted to the condition:

From the curve connecting L’ and p shown in Fig. 5 we may also write:

L’=Kp+c

where K and c are the constants determining the straight line.
Then:

d+(‘KA’ t ‘P 7nLp+K) —C=o

, ..-,.. . ::

and

,=cL5Ezl
K+ m.&

ift=owhenp=o.
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The angle rotated through in time twillbe:

‘l?ak& from F~e 5 -ralues of c and k currespcmding to m aileron setting of 13° and au air
speed of 80 miles per hour, curves of 4 and t have been plotted in Figure 20 for ~alus of KAz
corresponding to a normal J.h7@ and also one having twice the polar moment of inertia. The
values of ~ from the model test of –325 as previously used in this report seemed to be too
high b give results in good aggeement with the actual performance, so a value of & just
obtained on this airplane in free flight of –154 was used. This value is the only point so
far obtained in fright so that it should be considered only tentatively, but it is probably closer
than the wind tunnel result of twice the mdue.

It can be seen that if t is d, a chnge in the moment of inertia has a relatively large
effect, but if t is hrge the effect is small. For if t==.4 doubIing the moment of inertia decreases
it by 27 per cent; if t=l it is deoressed by 12 per cent, and if t=2 by 6 per cent. The above equa-

i
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~Q. 20.-Effect at lateral moment d inertia ml time required to bank
a JN4h at S0M. P. K with aikoos at 18”(caknlated).
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~G.21.-Wtimabout X axk with doubled m.

tions do not apply strictly to the actual conditions due to the fact that an appreciable time is
required to move the controIs.

In order to determine experimentally the effect of increasing the moment of inertia of an
airplane on its maneuverability, sufficient weight was applied to the wing tips to double the
lateral moment of inertia of a J.i%$hairplane. & these weights amounted to approximately
150 pounds on each wing tip it was not cowidered advisable to make a hiding with them in
place; so that the same method was used for releasing the weights as described in N. A. C. A.
Report No. 112. This method consisted in applying to eaoh wing tip a streamline box filled
with sand with a hiqyd bottom which could be opened from the cockpit of the machine. In
making the teds the sand boxes were loaded Up to their proper capacity and the tests were
made in the usual way, then the boxes were emptied before landing.

The same series of runs was made with the sandboxes in place as had been made previously
recording the u@ar velocity when the stick was moved suddenly o~er through various angles.
The results obtained are plotted in Figure 21 which are strictly comparable with Figure 8 apply-
ing h the.normal machine. An exwnination of the curves shows the following facts:

1. The maximum angular veloeity is independent of tha moment of inertia, as would be
expected.

2. The maximuni emgular acceleration is reduced 50 per cent by doubling the moment of
inertia, which aggees with theory.

3. The time required to reach the maximum snggar velocity is constant and amounts to
approximately 0.9 second whioh is slightly over twice that obtained for the normal airplane.

--
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4. The increased time to bank to 14° is given in the following table:

“ J.N..,” 80 miles pm hour.

i%i?$Y*
Am&n

ncmml
mwlllne

in wands.
— —

4“ 23
1.”3

1$ I 0.7

L_TL._5

Pm Cmt.
1
7

E

—

It maybe noted from these results that t,hetime necessmy to bank to an angle of approxi-
mately 146 is increased by about 10 per cent when the time required is approximately 1 second;
which corresponds ta an aileron angle of 10°. This @ure checks remarkably well with the
value derived from the theory. If we use a relatively large aileron movement of 16° the time
required to bank to 90° is only increased 10 per cent by doubling the moment of inertia. It
would seem, then, from thwe figures that a small moment of inertia for a combat machine is
not as necessary as has been previously supposed. Although the work done here has been
only about the X axis there is no reason to believe that the @urea would not apply equally
well to motion about the other axes.

It might be well to bring out the fact here that it is practically of no value in a combat
machine to have a small longitudinal moment of inertia, which is cuntrary to the ideas of most
designers. If we took any airplane and went to the extreme of doubling the longitudinal mo-
ment of inertia we would increase the time to complete a loop, for example, by only 1 or 2
per cent. The re~on why small rotary-motored airplanes are usually maneuverable longitu-
dinally is not because of a small momemt of inertia but because of a light wing loading and
a short fuselage “which decreases the value of M~.

CENTEROF EOTATION. -

If we consider the angular motion of an unrestrained body like an airplane in ~~ht, there
must be for each axis an instantaneous center of rotation. In a great deal of the work which
hss been done on airplanes, it has been assumed that all rotations occurred about the center
of gravity, It is a well-known fact in mechanics, however, that an unrestrained body, when
acted upon by an impulsive force (such as a suddenly applied tail load) need not rotate about
its center of gravity. As the center of rotation is of considerable importance in determining
the errors ‘in the reading of an accelerometer or of an angle of attack vane, it may not be out
of place to call attention to its location under various conditions.

If h= the distance in feet from the center of gravity to the center of rotation.
- p= the distance in feet from the center of gravity to the application of the force.

k= radius of gyration.
hp = k’

or

h=;

k an example let us consider an airplane where ~.’= 40 and p= 12. The center of roti-
tion would then be 3.3 feet ahead of the cxmter of gravity, a not unimportant distance. Of
course all motion about the X mis will be symmetrical.

THEEFFECT OF ENGINE POWERON MANEUVEBMIIJ’PY AND CONTROLLABIL~.

It is an acknowledged fact that an airplane maybe handled more rapidly when the engine
is opened out than when it is throttled, and in the same way a high-powered machine is quicker
than a low-powered one. This is due, tit, to the fact that the velocity of the air over the tail
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surfaces is dependent on the engine speed, and, second, that a large propeller
higher and more uniform air speed throughout a maneuver.

551

thrust allows a

The effect of engine power on the -m3ui of the coefficients can esaiIy be determined in flight,
but the direct relation of power to maneu~erability has not been- carefully studied and can
weIIform the basis for further investigation. It is hoped that we shall soon be able to continue

, the work in this direction.

D~iOXS OF COXTEO~ AND MANEumuBILrrY.

After careful consideration of the preceding data it was thought advisable to distinguish

between the forces exerted by the controls and the resulting motion of the airplane. Controlla-

bility is apphd to the first, and maneuverability to the second. This seems to make a clear
and satisfactory distinction between the two words. The following definitions have been
decided upon:

Controllability of an airplane ia the ratio of M i, where M iEthe additional moment about a @@al h applied
Ato make the afrpbme erfcrm the same motion un er the same conditions except with a change z in the setting of the

respective control surL
The maximum control-is the maximum moment that can be produced about a principal axis of the airplaneby the

movement of the ‘ve ccntil smfaces.
contrcd fa the ratio of M to the force exerted on the etick or rudder bar to hold the respective

control surface in a given pmition. (hfomenta in foct+ande and forces in pounds.)
An airpIane maneuver may be defined m any de@me hommiformrectilineru motion
The maneuverabili~ of an airplane may be deh as thatproperty which permitx the pil~t to direct it easily and

quickly through anydesired maneuver.

The definition of controllability is universal and applies to any type of flight, but it can
not be readily measured except in uniform rectilinear @ht. The controllability characteristics
of an airplane me of course directly measured in the wind tunnel vvhere moments are taken
about the center of gravity of the machine with various settings of the control surfaces. In
free flight however, the measurements are more ditlicult, as it is here necessary k apply lmown
moments to the machine by the addition of might and then to measure the angle at which the
control surfaces must beset to fly in equilibrium. These measurements can be made easily and
accurately so that controIlabiIity coefficients can be readiIy obtained upon any machine. The.
definition for the controllability coefficients ia given below:

A coefficient of ccaitrollability ia the slope of the curve of X plotted against i (nmment in foct-poumb and angle in
degrees).

dL dM diN
The codticienta for the X, Y, and Z i=es arereepectiveIy ~j ~ ~ ~d ~.

Of course, the codicients ‘Tyand
E will vary with the engine speed as well as air speed,

due to the action of the slipstream.
The coefficients of maneuverability are not as easy to define and the measurements cannot be

made as directly. We must have a coefllcient which will take into account the following
quantiti=:

(1) The moment of inertia of the airghne.
(2) The moment of inertia of the control system.

. (3) The damping due to rotation.
(4) The moment exerted by the controks.

It is obvious from the previous consideration that neither the maximum angular ~elocity
nor the maximum angular acceleration will fulfill these conditions. Let us examine the typical
curve of roIIing moment plotted against time caused by a sudden change in the aileron setting.
(Fig. 6.) It will be observed that the velocity increases rather steadily up to a maximum
value which is then maintained steadily. As has been previously shown the time taken to reach
this steady value is constant for any given airplane under all conditions of speed or control set-
tings. If we then take a length of time which is longer than the time to reach the mtium
angular velocity which we wiil call t, and then mewme the area under the velocity curve up
to this time, we will have the number of degrees turned in time t. If the process is repeated

_.._

.
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with a curve of rotation about the Y or Z axis (fig. 22), we w-HIobtain the same results except
that the angular velocity does not maintain itself at a constant value but falls off rather rapidly
after the maximum. ,If the time t, however, is not too long we should be able to get consistent
results with this type of curve. This area under the angular velocity curve will then give us in

one value the combination of al~ the factors which determine maneuverability. The use of this

area, however, is an added advantage in that it can be determined directly on

the airplane without the use of complicated instruments. To measure it, all

that is necessary to do is to determine the angle through which the machine

rotates in a given length of time t. In actual practice, however, we can
qa”r obtain the same results more easily by taking the time required to rotate

through a given angle.

This method of measurement will then give us values of maneuver ability

t about each axis of the airplane. We have however to ttilie into account

FIG. 22. another factor when considering the motion about the Y axis and this is the
minimum radius of curvature of turning. For this reason it will be necessary

to introduce a fourth coefficient of maneuverability which may be found from the minimum
speed of the airplane. The four coefficients may then be defined as folIows:

The coefficient of maneuverability is the time required in seconds for the airplane to rotate about a rincipid axis
~om rectilinear ~ht to a given angle Iv) aftqr.the pilot mov= the respective contrcd surfaces aa su denly aa pcw-

!l
J’

elble through a given angle (8°) from t em e uxhbrium position with the other eat of controle held stationary. For
\motion about the Y axh it ie necessary to inc ude a factor denotimg the minimum radi~j~nt~m or the square of the

minimum flying speed divided by g. The c@Ecienta will be denoted by t+, ~, tt and ~s

The angles given above for the rotation and the movement of the controls are the most
satisfactory ones for the JNJh, but it may be necessary however to give them different values

if the coefficients are to be used universally. This can be determined when tests have been made

upon other types of airplane. The coefficients & and ~ will vary with engine speed as well as

with air speed due to the action of the slipstream.

CONCLUSIONS.

The study of controllability and maneuverabilityhas been particularly diflicult, fit because
the subject is so intangible and second because there is so Iittle previous work to follow. It is
felt that the present investigation leaves much to be desired in the way of completeness, but it
at least places the subject on a much more scientMc footing than before, and will serve as a basis
for further investigation.

In carrying out more research along this line it is recommended that the coefficients be
determined for a number of machines so that we may have sufEcientdata to discover what factors
are effective in producing controllability and maneuverability, It would also be advisable to
make systematic changes in the control surfaces and study their effect on the coefficients. The
important subject of the relation of stability b maneuverability has not been touched upon here,
but will serve as the basis for both theoretical and experimental research in the near future.
The tiect of aspect ratio, number of plane-s,tail area, fuselage, length, etc., ~ also be studied
as far as possible.
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